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ABSTRACT
Stars rarely form in isolation. Nearly half of the stars in the Milky Way have a companion, and this fraction increases in star-
forming regions. However, why some dense cores and filaments form bound pairs while others form single stars remains unclear.
We present a set of three-dimensional, gravo-magnetohydrodynamic simulations of turbulent star-forming clouds, aimed at un-
derstanding the formation and evolution of multiple-star systems formed through large scale (& 103 AU) turbulent fragmentation.
We investigate three global magnetic field strengths, with global mass-to-flux ratios of µφ = 2, 8, and 32. The initial separations
of protostars in multiples depends on the global magnetic field strength, with stronger magnetic fields (e.g., µφ = 2) suppressing
fragmentation on smaller scales. The overall multiplicity fraction (MF) is between 0.4 − 0.6 for our strong and intermediate
magnetic field strengths, which is in agreement with observations. The weak field case has a lower fraction. The MF is relatively
constant throughout the simulations, even though stellar densities increase as collapse continues. While the MF rarely exceeds
60% in all three simulations, over 80% of all protostars are part of a binary system at some point. We additionally find that the
distribution of binary spin mis-alignment angles is consistent with a randomized distribution. In all three simulations, several
binaries originate with wide separations and dynamically evolve to . 102 AU separations. We show that a simple model of mass
accretion and dynamical friction with the gas can explain this orbital evolution.
Keywords: interdisciplinary astronomy: astrophysical fluid dynamics, interstellar medium: protostars, stellar
astronomy: stellar physics: star formation, stellar astronomy: stellar physics: stellar dynamics,
stellar types: multiple stars
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1. INTRODUCTION
With nearly half of Solar-type stars in the field having a companion (Raghavan et al. 2010; Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Moe &
Di Stefano 2017) and an even higher incidence of multiplicity in star forming regions (Ghez et al. 1993; Leinert et al. 1993;
Chen et al. 2013; Tobin et al. 2016b), multiplicity is a ubiquitous feature of stellar populations. Multiplicity affects our ability to
predict supernova occurrence rates (Moe & Di Stefano 2017), assess stellar populations’ role in reionization (Conroy & Kratter
2012; Ma et al. 2016; Rosdahl et al. 2018), estimate the number of potentially stable planetary systems (Takeda et al. 2008; Xie
et al. 2011; Marzari & Gallina 2016), and calculate an accurate stellar census in distant galaxies (Eldridge & Stanway 2009). The
formation and evolution of binary stars and larger multiple-star systems is a central problem in astrophysics.
The statistics of multiple stars in both the main sequence and pre-main sequence phases are becoming better characterized
(Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Duchêne & Kraus 2013), but there is not yet a consensus on the physical processes that determine
multiplicity. Trends relating stellar mass, age, environment, and separation can be important tools for identifying formation and
evolution mechanisms. Observations of star-forming clouds suggest multiplicity rates decrease starting from the young Class I
phase down to the older field population (Chen et al. 2013; Tobin et al. 2016b). Multiplicity may be not only common but certain
for the youngest Class 0 sources, though the observations are limited because of the resolution needed to probe these deeply
embedded protostars (Larson 1972; Chen et al. 2013). In both clouds and the field, more massive stars have higher multiplicity
frequencies (Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007; Raghavan et al. 2010; Sana & Evans 2011). However, high stellar density regions (e.g.,
the ONC) have lower binary fractions than low-mass star forming regions (e.g., Taurus, King et al. 2012a,b; Moe & Di Stefano
2013), though among low-mass regions there is a large dispersion in multiplicity statistics (Correia et al. 2006; Kraus et al. 2011).
Across star-forming regions ranging 5 Myrs to 100 Myrs in age, there is evidence for only slight evolution in the multiplicity
fraction. It is clear that multiplicity is primarily determined during the star formation process (Kounkel et al. 2019).
One of the primary reasons for the lack of a comprehensive binary formation theory is the large range of important, highly non-
linear physics involved in star formation. Stars form in large (∼10 parsecs) clouds that undergo gravitational collapse (McKee &
Ostriker 2007). Through the interplay of supersonic turbulence, self-gravity, stellar feedback, and magnetic fields, all whose total
energies are comparable, filamentary structures form (Arzoumanian et al. 2011). Rotation encourages fragmentation at large and
small scales (e.g., Boss 1986). Within these, dense cores (∼0.1 parsec) condense into stars. Further fragmentation of the core may
lead to binary systems (Boss 1988; Burkert & Bodenheimer 2000; Fisher 2004; Offner et al. 2010, 2016). Increased turbulence
can increase fragmentation, even at the core scales, while magnetic fields will lower the overall star formation rate (Price & Bate
2008, 2009; Padoan et al. 2012). How the large-scale properties of natal clouds connect to the frequency and characteristics of
formed binary systems remains an open question we begin to investigate in this work.
Several theories of binary formation have been proposed (Tohline 2002; Kratter 2011). In the turbulent fragmentation models,
binary formation occurs when non-linear perturbations cause sub-regions of cores to collapse relative to the background gas,
forming individual condensations (Pringle 1989; Goodwin et al. 2004; Padoan & Nordlund 2002; Offner et al. 2010). The
resulting bound objects can have initial separations as large as 103 − 104 AU. In disk fragmentation models, stars form massive
protostellar disks that become susceptible to gravitational instabilities (Adams et al. 1989; Bonnell 1994; Whitworth et al. 1995;
Stamatellos & Whitworth 2009; Kratter et al. 2010). If a disk becomes unstable, and the gas cools efficiently, it can fragment
to produce one or more co-planar companions that accrete from the parent disk, and, depending on the formation epoch, the
natal core. Finally, dynamical interactions between initially unbound objects can result in binary formation (Bate et al. 2003;
Goodwin & Kroupa 2005; Moeckel & Bally 2007). In this scenario, eventual capture occurs through, for example, dynamical
friction with the gas (Indulekha 2013) and interactions between slow-moving neighboring gas cores (Tokovinin 2017), or from
dynamical interactions involving three or more bodies (Reipurth & Mikkola 2012). This mechanism may play an important
role in cases of highly clustered environments where close interactions are common. Finally, star-disk interactions may capture
passing protostars to form a binary system, though without including the self-gravity of the cloud, this mechanism is ineffective
(Clarke & Pringle 1991). On the other hand, when the cloud is undergoing global collapse, rapid orbital evolution amongst
protostars embedded in generally-converging cores increase the capture rate (Bate 2018, also this work). However, in this case,
the term “capture” is ambiguous, given that the local environment of the protostars tends to be gravitationally bound, at least
marginally.
The relative occurrence rate for these mechanisms is debated. For example, observations of Perseus identified a bi-modal
distribution of binary separations for Class 0 and Class I objects, with peaks around 102 AU and 3× 103 AU (Tobin et al.
2016b). These peaks are consistent with disk instabilities and turbulent fragmentation scenarios, respectively, which has led to an
interpretation of two primary channels for short-period and long-period binaries (e.g., Pineda et al. 2015; Tobin et al. 2016a). The
distribution of separations in the field, however, resembles a single-peaked Gaussian, peaking between 10 and 100 AU (Raghavan
et al. 2010). The origin of a bi-model distribution, as well as the transition to the field distribution, may be explained by dynamical
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters and Derived Quantities
Run Namea ∆xfb αvir µφ B0c β MA Brmsd βrms MA,rms
Box Size L MU2 50 1 2 25.5 0.07 1.23 31.7 0.045 0.99
2 parsecs MU8 50 1 8 6.35 1.12 4.94 20.7 0.106 1.52
Initial Density ρ¯ MU32 50 1 32 1.59 17.85 19.74 10.0 0.452 3.15
5.08×10−21 g/cm3 MU2HR 25 1 2 25.5 0.07 1.23 31.7 0.045 0.99
a Written as ‘MUXY’, where X = the value of µφ, and Y = blank for our normal resolution runs with 4 AMR levels or ‘HR’ for our 5-level run.
b Finest cell size in AU. Assumes a base grid of 5123. The AMR refinement improves resolution by a factor of two for each AMR level.
c All field strengths are measured in micro-Gauss (µG).
d Post turbulence driving. The values of βrms andMA,rms are calculated using this value.
evolution. Dynamical evolution can evolve wide-orbit binaries to smaller separations in much less than a gravitational free-fall
time of the cloud (Offner et al. 2010, 2016). Other star-forming regions show a distribution of separations that looks closer to
the field distribution, which can also be explained by the two above modes of fragmentation plus dynamical evolution (Moe &
Kratter 2018).
Drawing robust conclusions about dynamical evolution from single-time snapshots of different star-forming regions is chal-
lenging. Instead, large magneto-hydrodynamical simulations of star cluster formation are necessary to better understand the
physical processes associated with binary formation as well as how global cloud properties affect multiplicity. Such simulations
are now common, but multiplicity studies have typically focused on the distribution at the end of a simulation (e.g., Krumholz
et al. 2012; Li et al. 2018) or have tracked only global averages thoughout the simulation (e.g., Cunningham et al. 2018). The
goal of this paper is to determine how turbulence and magnetic fields effect the formation and evolution of multiple-star system
formed through turbulent fragmentation. In these simulations, we identify when and where multiples arise as well as how they
evolve during the Class 0/I phase. We initialize three turbulent boxes with varying magnetic field strengths. Our simulations
achieve a resolution of either ∆xf = 50 AU, or 25 AU, which is sufficient to resolve the formation of wide-orbit binaries (& 500
AU) but excludes disk formation mechanisms, since higher resolutions (∼AU) would be required.
In Section 2 we discuss our numerical approach and setup. The results are displayed in Section 3 and are summarized and
placed in a larger context in Section 4.
2. METHODS
Each simulation proceeds through two distinct phases: (1) a driving phase, which generates turbulent initial conditions, and (2)
a collapse phase, which follows the gravitational collapse and subsequent star formation. In this section, we discuss the numerical
methods used during each phase and our choice of initial conditions. Fundamental parameters of the runs are summarized in
Table 1.
2.1. Numerical Methodology
We carry out three simulations using the ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code ORION2
(Li et al. 2012). These simulations include self-gravity, ideal magnetohydrodynamics (Li et al. 2012), and gravitating and ac-
creting sink particles (Krumholz et al. 2004; Myers et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2014). ORION2 also allows for protostellar feedback
through outflows (Cunningham et al. 2011) and reprocessing of protostellar radiation through the flux-limited diffusion approxi-
mation (Krumholz et al. 2007), but we reserve exploring how such processes impact multiplicity for a future paper. ORION2 uses
the Chombo library for AMR and load balancing, and an extended version of the Constrained Transport scheme from PLUTO
(Mignone et al. 2012) to evolve the system. One benefit of the constrained transport scheme is that ∇·B = 0 is guaranteed to
machine accuracy without having to include this constraint in advancing the solution. Details regarding the implementation of
these modules in ORION2 can be found in the references. Below we discuss some of these algorithms in brief, highlighting any
parameter choices and assumptions we made.
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ORION2 solves the following set of equations
∂ρ
∂t
=−∇· (ρv)−
∑
p
M˙p W (x−xp) (1)
∂ρv
∂t
=−∇· (ρvv)−∇
(
P+
B2
8pi
)
+
1
4pi
B ·∇B−ρ∇(φ+φp)−
∑
p
p˙pW (x−xp) (2)
∂ρe
∂t
=−∇
[(
ρe+P+
B2
8pi
)
v−
1
4pi
B(v ·B)
]
−ρv ·∇(φ+φp)−
∑
p
E˙pW (x−xp) (3)
∂B
∂t
=∇× (v×B) (4)
These equations are the conservation equations for the mass density (ρ), momentum density (ρv), and energy density (e). In
addition there is the induction equation for the magnetic field (B). The summations include the contribution from the particles,
which can accrete mass, momentum, and energy from the gas. The vectors xp are the particle locations, and the accretion zone
is four finest cells in radius. How mass, momentum, and energy is removed from the gas within the accretion cells (M˙p, p˙p,
E˙p) depends on a weighting kernel W ∝ exp(−|r2p|/∆x2f ), where rp is the radial distance from the sink particle to the cell center.
Physical constants have their usual symbol assignments. These are closed by the equation of state
P =
ρkBTg
µmH
= (γ −1)ρe , (5)
where µ = 2.33, appropriate for contemporary molecular clouds. Here mH is the hydrogen atom mass. The first equality of
Equation (5) is the ideal gas law, which relates the pressure P to the gas temperature Tg. The second equality relates P to the
internal energy through the standard thermodynamic relation. The latter equality requires knowledge of the adiabatic index γ, the
ratio of constant volume and pressure heat capacities. For these runs, we make the isothermal approximation and set γ = 1.0001.
ORION2 evaluates the gravitational potential of the gas φ and of the sink particles φp by solving Poisson’s equation and direct
sum, respectively:
∇2φ= 4piGρ , (6)
∇φp =
∑
particles p
Gmp
|rp|2 +∆x2f
rˆp (7)
where the distance vectors are rp = xp −x and rˆp = rp/|rp|. The magnitude of the acceleration from sink particles on the gas and
other sink particles is softened by one finest grid cell length.
Independent of the grid, the sink particles are updated via the N-body equations
dmp
dt
=
∑
cells i
M˙iW (xi −xp) , (8)
dxp
dt
= vp , (9)
dvp
dt
=−∇φ−∇φp +
∑
cells i
p˙i
mp
, (10)
where the ‘cell’ sum is done over the accretion zone of particle p. Here these quantities are evaluated at the particle’s location xp
and xi is evaluated at cell centers. The acceleration contribution from the particles is the same sum as in Equation (7), skipping
the term corresponding to the sink particle being updated. Sink particles can also merge if several criteria are met: (1) The sink
particles are less than 4∆xf from each other and (2) the least massive sink is less than 0.04M in mass. This mass limit roughly
corresponds to the mass where hydrostatic cores (potentially AU in size) undergo contraction toward condensed protostars (stellar
radii in size), after which mergers would become less likely even if the protostars passed within 4∆xf ≈ 200 AU of each other
(Masunaga & Inutsuka 2000). Periodic boundary conditions are used on all gas variables and on the gravitational potentials.
2.2. Initial Conditions
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Simulations of low-mass star formation must use initial conditions that are consistent with the observed physical properties
of star-forming clouds. As first shown by Larson (1981) and confirmed by many studies, the non-thermal motions within the
molecular cloud obey a linewidth-size relation, which relates the non-thermal velocity dispersion of the gas (σnt) and the size of
the cloud:
σnt = 0.72σ∗
(
R
1 pc
)1/2
km/s . (11)
Here R is the radius of the cloud and σ∗ is a normalization factor (≈ 1 for typical star forming clouds, Heyer et al. 2009). These
non-thermal motions are supersonic on large scales, and they dominate the total one-dimensional dispersion. For turbulent non-
gravitating flows, σnt relates to the local rms velocity and the sonic Mach number by M≡ vrms/cs =
√
3σ1D/cs ≈
√
3σnt/cs.1
Here cs is the isothermal sound speed, and cs = 0.188(T/10 K)1/2 km/s for contemporary molecular hydrogen gas (which includes
helium).
When considering the relative importance of thermal and bulk motions compared to gravity in molecular clouds, galactic and
extragalactic clouds are observed to be virialized with virial parameters
αvir =
5σ21DR
GMgas
(12)
approximating unity (Solomon et al. 1987; Bolatto et al. 2008; Wong et al. 2011), though the value of αvir can exhibit a wide
range (e.g., Heyer et al. 2009, finds a median value of 1.9).2
Our turbulent initial conditions follow the scaling relations derived in the Appendix of McKee et al. (2010). These equations
derive properties of a turbulent box in terms of four dimensionless numbers: the large-scale value ofM, αvir, σ∗, and T . We will
initialize all of our turbulent boxes withM = 6.6 and T = 10 K, motivated by observations (McKee & Ostriker 2007). By setting
σ∗ = 1, we restrain the problem of characterizing the turbulent properties of the simulations to one free parameter, αvir, which we
set to unity.
Additionally, the gas will be magnetized. One way to quantify the strength of the magnetic field is µφ, the ratio of the cloud’s
mass to the critical mass that can be supported by magnetic fields against gravitational collapse:
µφ =
Mgas
Mφ
=
2pi
√
GMgas
Φ
, (13)
where Φ = B⊥ times the area perpendicular to the magnetic field. Clouds with µφ < 1 are supported against collapse. For
simulation boxes, Φ = BL2 for box size L. This can be related to the plasma β, the ratio of the thermal pressure to the magnetic
pressure, or the Alfvén Mach numberMA = vrms/vA, the ratio of the local rms gas velocity to the Alfvén velocity, vA = B/
√
4piρ:
β =
ρc2s
B2/8pi
= 2
(MA
M
)2
=
2
pi
(
1/
√
ρG
L/cs
)2
µ2φ . (14)
We perform three simulations, using either µφ = 2, 8, or 32.
Following the relations described in McKee et al. (2010), the simulation box size is L = 2 pc with an initial mass density of
ρ¯ = 5.08×10−21 g/cm3 (total gas mass Mgas,0 = 601M, or n¯H = 2.17×103 cm−3 using a mean molecular weight of 1.4 times the
mass of a hydrogen atom). The initial magnetic field is B0 = 50.9× 10−6/µφ Gauss. These simulations are run for one free-fall
time of the gas
tff =
√
3pi
32Gρ¯
= 9.34×105 years . (15)
At the end of the turbulent driving phase, derived quantities such as the rms magnetic field strength are also calculated. These
values are displayed in Table 1. Because all our initial conditions are super-Alfvenic, there is amplification of the initial magnetic
field during the driving phase (Federrath et al. 2011a,b).
To commence the turbulence driving phase, we initialize a 5123 unigrid domain with uniform gas properties and stir the
gas according to the prescription of Dubinski et al. (1995). This method drives the gas in Fourier space by using a flat power
spectrum in the range 1≤ kL/2pi≤ 2, where k is the wavenumber. The ratio of imposed compressive perturbations to divergence-
free (solenoidal) perturbations is 1:2. Each driving run uses the same random number generator seed. During the driving phase,
1 The full relationship between σ1D and σnt is σ21D = (c
2
s +σ2nt) = (1+3/M2)σ2nt. For supersonic flows, σ1D ≈ σnt.
2 For a non-magnetized cloud, αvir = 1 corresponds to virial equilibrium, and αvir = 2 is marginally gravitationally bound.
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self-gravity, sink particles, and AMR are not employed. The gas is advanced for two gas crossing times (Mac Low 1999), which
sets up a turbulent power spectrum consistent with supersonic turbulence. At the end of the driving phase, driving is turned off
while the remaining physics is turned on and AMR is allowed.
2.3. Grid Refinement Criteria and Sink Creation
The power of AMR codes comes from their ability to refine only the areas of interest. This is particularly useful in simulations
of star formation, which have large dynamic ranges but which only a small volume requires high resolution to accurately track
the collapse of gas into stars. During the simulation, grids can be added and removed based on criteria set by the user.
Our simulations use a base grid (level l = 0) of 5123 and allows up to lmax = 4 levels of refinement, giving cell sizes ∆xl =
L/512/2l and an effective resolution of ∆xf ≡∆x4 = 50 AU. One of these simulations is also rerun with five levels of refinement
instead. We refine cells on the base and first levels where there are sharp density gradients, namely, we refine a cell when the
density gradient ∇ρ/ρ exceeds 1.0. For all levels, we refine cells of high density to ensure the Jeans length ∼ pics/
√
Gρ is
resolved by at least 8 cells. That is, if the density of a cell on level l < lmax exceeds ρTJ(J = 8, l), where
ρTJ(J, l) =
pic2s
GJ2∆x2l
, (16)
then the cell is refined to level l + 1 (Truelove et al. 1998). This Jeans criterion is employed primarily on the higher levels in
regions undergoing gravitational collapse. The refined grid is redrawn every two coarse time steps by recursively calling the
above criterion for each level. Finally, sink particles are created on the finest level if the density exceeds ρTJ(4, lmax) (Krumholz
et al. 2004). The sink particle’s initial mass is equal to the excess mass in that cell mp,0 = [ρ − ρTJ(4, lmax)]∆x3f . In a region
undergoing collapse, many sink particles can form at once. However, sink particles within 4∆xf of each other merge assuming
our above criteria are met.
3. RESULTS
In this section, we describe the results of our three ∆xf = 50 AU runs, which we label as MU2, MU8, and MU32, depending
on the value of µφ (see Table 1). Section 3.1 describes the evolution of the large-scale morphology and overall star formation
during the gravitational collapse phase. This section also comments on our high resolution run MU2HR. Section 3.2 begins by
describing our criterion to define multiplicity and then discusses multiplicity statistics and the time evolution of multiple-star
systems.
3.1. Global Evolution
The global morphology of the gas depends on the relative strength of the magnetic field to both the strength of the turbulent
driving and gravity. During the driving phase, gas collides and shocks, dissipating energy to smaller scales. Magnetic fields
resist this compression and density contrasts are overall reduced for strong magnetic fields compared to weaker fields. Once
gravity is turned on, gas collapses preferentially along the magnetic field direction, particularly for strong fields, forming denser
filamentary structures perpendicular to the field. While all runs were driven with the same large-scale sonic Mach numberM,
the Alfvén Mach numberMA = vrms/vA increases with decreasing field strength. This allows for stronger shocks perpendicular
to the field direction, further enhancing the density contrast in MU32 compared to MU2. The end-of-simulation gas structure for
all three runs is shown in Figure 1, which plots six column density snapshots after one free-fall time of the collapse phase. The
column density is defined as
Σg =
∫ L/2
−L/2
ρdx . (17)
The top panels integrate along the x-axis, while the bottom panels integrate along the z-axis. The arrow in the upper-left corner of
the rows shows the initial direction of the magnetic field. All panels share the same horizontal axis (in this case, the y-axis from
the simulation outputs). The dots show protostars that have formed in the simulation. Note that the denser filamentary structures
are nearly perpendicular to the original direction of the field in the strong field case, whereas the orientation of the filaments is
more random in the other two runs.
In all three runs, stars begin to form around∼ 0.5tff. For MU8 and MU32, formation of the initial protostar is quickly followed
by subsequent star formation, whereas in MU2 it takes until ∼ 0.8tff for additional protostars to form. Figure 2 shows the total
protostar count and mass as a function of time. Overall 10–20 protostars form throughout the simulation, and the total protostar
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Figure 1. Column density Σg (Equation 17) snapshots after one free-fall time. Columns represent the three different µφ values. Rows differ by
the direction of integration, either along the x-axis (Top) or z-axis (Bottom). The arrows in the left column indicate the direction of the initial
magnetic field (the z-direction). All panels share the same horizontal axis (the y-axis from the original simulation output). Formed protostars
are labeled as circles. The number of stars and the star formation efficiency (Equation 18) are shown in the low-left of each panel.
mass
∑
p mp ranges from 10–60 M. Equivalently, the total protostellar mass can also be translated to a star formation efficiency
 =
∑
p mp
Mgas,0
. (18)
This efficiency is also shown in Figure 2. The star formation efficiency at the end of one free-fall time increases with decreasing
magnetic field strength and ranges from a few percent to ten percent.
In Figure 2 and our subsequent multiplicity results, we only consider protostars that are above 0.02M; however, fragmentation
can produce smaller objects. These typically merge with existing protostars but sometimes persist. The whisker bars in Figure
2 show the numbers when all sink particles are included at the end of the simulations. There are six additional sink particles for
MU32 and one additional sink for MU8. In the MU32 panels of Figure 1, several of these smaller objects reside in the bowshocks
seen in the less-dense gas. For this simulation, the highly-clustered environment collapsed to form almost a dozen sink particles.
Typically most of these sink particles merge together within a few time steps to form a low-mass protostar. However, several
were tossed out before this occurred. Higher resolution may have prevented these low-mass sinks from escaping before merging.
In our case, they remain as artifacts of the collapse but also remain too low-mass to be considered in our multiplicity statistics.
For our high resolution simulation, we re-run part of the MU2 run starting after the formation of the first protostar. MU2HR is
also shown in Figure 2 as a dashed curve atop the MU2 curves. The two curves agree almost perfectly until around 0.96tff, at
which point the high-resolution run begins forming additional protostars. The number of protostars as a function of time in the
high resolution run, however, flattens out near 0.99tff, rather than continuing to diverge from the normal-resolution curve. Similar
results are anticipated for the other runs as well, though the amount of additional fragmentation would likely increase as µφ
increases. Nonetheless, the agreement between MU2 and MU2HR demonstrates that our results studying turbulent fragmentation
should not be sensitive to the resolution of our simulations. Since turbulent fragmentation occurs on scales comparable to the
8 LEE ET AL.
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Figure 2. Top: Total number of protostars/sink particles as a function of time. Solid lines show the number of protostars above the minimum
required mass for multiplicity considerations (mp > 0.02M). Error bars at the end points include smaller sink particles. Bottom: Star Formation
Efficiency, , calculated using all sink particles and the initial gas mass of Mgas,0 = 601M (Equation 18). The right y-axis converts to the total
mass in protostars. In both panels, the MU2HR run is shown as a dashed line, displaying that the normal and HR runs are not diverging from
one another. All times are normalized to the free-fall time.
Jeans length (> 103 AU), turbulent fragmentation length scales are well-resolved in all our simulations. Further increasing the
resolution would increase the number of protostars formed, but also introduce new physical processes (i.e., disk fragmentation)
that are not the focus of this paper.
Figure 3 shows the instantaneous mass accretion rate onto all the protostars,
SFR =
∑
p m˙p
Mgas,0/tff
. (19)
Outputs subsequent in time are used to estimate the instantaneous mass accretion rate onto all protostars; in this case the accretion
rates are actually averaged over ∆tIO = 0.08 kyrs. As collapse proceeds and star formation accelerates, this rate reaches 0.2–0.4
after one free-fall time, modulo sporadic bursts of star formation (seen particularly in the MU32 run). An alternative measure of
this star formation rate replaces the numerator of Equation (19) with
∑
p mp/tSF, where tSF is the total amount of time elapsed
since the formation of the first protostar. This is sometimes called the star formation rate per free-fall time (Krumholz & McKee
2005). With the latter definition, SFR = (tff/tSF). Figure 3 shows this quantity as dashed curves. This smoother average has the
same trend as the original definition of SFR but ranges from 0.05 to 0.22. These values are consistent with results from other
works (Padoan et al. 2012; Federrath & Klessen 2012). However, we note the caveat that our simulations do not continue to drive
turbulence once gravity is turned on, which increases our star formation efficiencies relative to simulations that continuously
drive large-scale motions (e.g., Li et al. 2018).
The time evolution of protostar numbers and masses are shown in Figure 4. After one free-fall time, the most massive sink in
MU2 only reaches 6M, whereas MU8 and MU32 have massive protostars above 10M. The accretion rate onto a sink particle
inside a collapsing core is 1 to 2 times 10−5 M/yr, on average, for each of the simulations. Protostars that are dynamically ejected
from their self-gravitating cores accrete instead at rates that depend on the average strength of the magnetic field, the local gas
density, and the relative velocity between the star and the gas (i.e., magnetic Bondi-Hoyle accretion, Lee et al. 2014; Burleigh
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Figure 3. The instantaneous total star formation rate,
∑
p m˙p, normalized to Mgas,0/tff. Sporodic rapid accretion in MU32 leads to bursts in the
star formation rate, but the overall trend is that the star formation rate increases with µφ from 10% to 40% at the end of one free-fall time. The
dashed curves display
∑
p mp/tSF, also normalized to Mgas,0/tff. The same trend is observed.
Figure 4. Masses of all protostars as a function of time. Columns separate data by simulation. The top row plots mass as a function of
simulation time, whereas the bottom row plots mass as a function of protostar age. Color overlays show the highest level multiple the star
resides in at that time.
et al. 2017). These stars may then compete for the reservoir of gas they roam through (Bonnell et al. 2001). In our simulation
these stars are ejected into a low-density environment where their subsequent accreted mass is negligible.
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Figure 5. Stacked histograms showing the ages of the protostars at the end of the simulations. Colors distinguish between simulations and
hatches distinguish between the singles, orphans, and multiples. The same data are shown in both plots. The left plot stacks the data first by
type, and the right plot stacks first by µφ. The delineation between Stages marks stars youger and older than 160 kyrs.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of stellar ages at the end of one free-fall time. Approximately one-third of the stars have formed
in the last 10% of a free-fall time (0.1tff ≈ 100 kyrs), with the remaining forming between 50% and 90% of a free-fall time after
the beginning of the collapse phase. Astronomers separate protostars into ‘classes’ based on observed infrared spectral energy
distribution (Lada 1987). While there is not a definitive consensus, the timescale between Class 0 objects and Class I objects is
∼ 160 kyr (Enoch et al. 2008; Dunham et al. 2013; Fischer et al. 2013). Since classes are defined by observations, we instead use
a ‘Stage’ designation to separate objects that are younger and older than 160 kyrs (Stage 0/I, respectively). Approximately 60%
of the protostars are Stage I objects, with the remaining 40% as Stage 0. We will return to Figures 4 and 5 in section 3.2 when
we discuss the end-state multiples.
3.2. Multiplicity Formation and Evolution
3.2.1. Multiplicity Criterion
To identify multiple star systems, we consider a set of “objects”–one or more protostars grouped together. For all possible pairs
of objects, we identify the most-bound pair as the extremum of the pairs with a negative total orbital energy Etot, as measured in
the center-of-mass frame. To identify higher-order multiples, we then treat this bound pair as a single object that has the total
mass and center-of-mass position and velocity of the original two objects (which can be protostars or bound pairs themselves).
This procedure is recursively applied until no more bound pairs are found. By associating a unique id to each object, we can
connect multiples across simulation outputs.
We describe the hierarchy of multiple-star systems by assigning a numerical ‘level’ l to each bound object. Protostars are
labeled as level 1 objects. Two bound protostars form a binary system, which we label as a level 2 object. A binary bound to
another binary or another single protostar is a level 3 object, and so forth. In general, a level l object contains at least l protostars
and at most 2l−1 protostars. We restrict our classification to objects greater than 0.02M and closer than 105 AU. We do not trace
hierarchies beyond level 5, as these can encompass the bulk of the cluster and is more indicative of the boundedness of the initial
cloud than multiplicity. Additional discussion regarding our multiplicity criterion is given in Appendix A.
Figure 6 shows an example result of this algorithm from run MU32. Of the 11 sink particles, there are three binary pairs. Two
of those binary pairs are bound to a third star, and the resulting two triple systems are gravitationally bound to one another. In
highly clustered environments, the hierarchy can change from output to output. The inclusion of the gravitational potential from
the local gas can eliminate some output-to-output changes in the hierarchy, but only when the gas mass is comparable to the
protostellar masses. We show in Appendix A that ignoring the gas mass in determining multiples does not considerably change
the overall multiplicity statistics.
The semi-major axis a of a bound pair’s orbit is calculated using the total energy of the pair:
a = −
Gm1m2
2Etot
. (20)
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Figure 6. A cartoon example of the multiplicity hierarchy. The data is taken from µφ = 32 at t = 0.84tff. Individual protostars are at level
l = 1, and binaries are at level l = 2. There are two level 3 objects; both are binaries bound with a third protostar. Finally, one level 4 object is
composed of the two triples. In this case, no level 5 objects exist. Point radius scales with total mass, ranging from 0.02M to 6M on level 1.
Figure 7 displays the primordial distribution of separations, comparing the instantaneous actual separation between the pair’s
objects with the calculated semi-major axis. The primordial distribution is not taken from a single simulation output. Instead, we
identify all unique pairs that exist throughout the entire simulation. For pairs that exist for at least two subsequent data outputs, we
take the distance at the first output as the primordial separation. The average discrepancy between the two measurements increases
with increasing actual separation. Initial pairs at these large separations begin with highly eccentric trajectories that substantially
evolve before they can complete one full period, after which they settle into closer, more-bound orbits. The primordial semi-
major axes of these weakly bound objects in eccentric orbits thus overestimates the actual separations, sometimes by an order of
magnitude.
To facilitate comparison with observations, we also show the two-dimensional projected separations in Figure 7 as unfilled
symbols. For each pair, three projections are made, one along each Cartesian direction, and the minimum projected distance is
plotted. The ratio between actual separations and the projected separations are ∼factors of a few, less than the average difference
between these separations and the semi-major axis calculations (especially for larger orbits).
3.2.2. Multiplicity Statistics
We compare our results to observations using two metrics, the multiplicity fraction
MF =
B+T+F+...
S+B+T+F+...
, (21)
where S, B, T, and F are the number of single, binary systems, triple systems, four-star systems, etc.3, and the companion star
fraction
CSF =
B+2T+3F+...
S+B+T+F+...
(22)
(Batten 1973; Reipurth & Zinnecker 1993). The former calculates the fraction of stellar objects that are members of bound
systems, and the latter estimates the average number of stellar companions per system. Figure 8 displays the time evolution of
MF and CSF for all of our runs. Additionally, this plot shows the observed results from Perseus for Class 0 objects and the
full observed sample (Tobin et al. 2016b). The end-state values and uncertainties for MF and CSF are calculated in Table 2.4
Figure 8 shows that there is a clear trend for higher MF and CSF values with stronger magnetic fields, and that the fractions
3 Note that these are not equivalent to our “levels.”
4 Since the number of multiple systems is not considerably larger than the total number of systems, binomial statistics are used for the uncertainty in MF. Since
the CSF value can be greater than unity, we use Poisson statistics in calculating the CSF uncertainty.
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Figure 7. A comparison of the primordial 3D separations of all multiples that form throughout the simulations to their calculated semi-major
axis values (filled symbols) and the minimum projected distance values (empty symbols). The projection distances are calculated along each of
the Cartesian directions, and the minimum value is plotted. Symbol shapes denote the simulation and the colors identify the pair’s level (level 2:
red, 3: orange, 4: blue, 5: pink). Histogram distributions are stacked by µφ value and show the 3D separations and semi-major axis calculation
values.
Table 2. End-State Multiplicity Statistics Near One Free-Fall Time compared to Tobin et al. (2016b)
Simulation µφ MF CSF
2 (Strong field) 0.33±0.17 1.33±0.67
8 0.5±0.20 1.33±0.47
32 (Weak field) 0.17±0.11 0.5±0.20
Tobin et al. (2016b)
Class 0 Sample 0.57±0.09 1.2±0.2
Full Sample 0.4±0.06 0.71±0.06
for strong fields better match the multiplicity statistics from Tobin et al. (2016b). Weaker fields produce multiples with both
small and large initial separations (Figure 7), and the stellar environments become crowded almost immediately. The dynamical
interactions between protostars ultimately disrupt many of the multiples that form. In contrast, stronger fields form multiples
with generally larger initial separations. The separation between multiples is larger as well. These multiples, once formed, have
fewer interactions with other protostars, or interact with neighboring protostars only after the stars have existed for some time.
While we stated above that the number of members in each level above l = 2 can have between l and 2l−1 protostars, the realized
hierarchical structure strongly favors level l having l protostars. Additional stellar companions are added one at a time rather than
binding multi-star objects to one another. Comparing all unique pairs from all three simulations, the average number of protostars
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Figure 8. Companion star fraction (top; Equation 22) and multiplicity frequency (bottom; Equation 21). Bars are taken from the observations
of Table 6 of Tobin et al. (2016b). Upper lighter bars are the Class 0 sources, the bottom bars are the full sample.
in objects at levels 3–5 is 3.16, 4.32, and 5.05, respectively. Further weighting by the amount of time a given pairing exists in a
simulation reduces these means closer to l.
Over time, as gravity causes more gas to undergo collapse, one expects the star formation rate to accelerate and the stellar
density to increase (Palla & Stahler 2000; Lee et al. 2015). Interestingly, the values of MF remain relatively constant around 0.5
for MU2 and MU8 and 0.25 for MU32, suggesting the multiplicity fraction is a stronger function of the global magnetic field than
the stellar density. Stellar density, instead, creates transient variations in MF and CSF when multiples in clustered environments
exchange members. We note, however, that the magnitude of these fluctuations appears to decrease with protostar count, and
therefore these fluctuations are likely more sensitive to the total number of protostars in the simulation domain. For a given µφ,
simulating a larger simulation boxes would produce more protostars and thus reduce the magnitude of these variations.
The constancy of the MF values does not necessarily imply that multiples are long-lived in all three simulations. While the
value of MF is always . 0.5, over 80% of all the protostars are part of bound pairs at some point during the simulations. For
example, while MU32 forms more overall protostars and has a lower MF compared to the MU2 and MU8 runs, only 3 of the 19
protostars were never part of a bound multiple system. Rarely do we see single isolated protostars. The protostar mass distribution
at the end of the simulations is shown in Figure 9. This figure labels protostars as either ‘singles,’ meaning these stars were never
part of a multiple throughout the entire simulation; ‘orphans,’ meaning they are not part of a multiple at the end of the simulation
but were in a multiple at some point; and ‘multiples,’ meaning they are part of a multiple at the end of the simulation. Single,
orphan, or multiple status is also shown in Figure 5. The highest level a protostar resides in at a given point in time is shown in
Figure 4. It is clear to see that most protostars enter and leave multiples throughout the simulation.
We briefly note that the resulting distribution of protostellar masses differs from the observed IMF in star forming regions
(Kroupa 2001; Chabrier 2003). Our distribution lacks the lower mass (<M) protostars needed to match the observed IMF. This
is not surprising since these simulations focus on protostars forming through turbulent fragmentation only. At the resolution of
these simulations, protostars grow rapidly during the first few thousand years of their lives. As mentioned in Section 3.1, increased
resolution would allow for smaller-scale fragmentation and the formation of protostars with even smaller masses. Additionally,
protostellar outflows will also reduce star formation efficiency by entraining and expelling dense gas, thereby lowering the median
mass of the protostars from ∼M to the observed value of ∼ 0.2M (Offner & Arce 2014; Offner & Chaban 2017).
3.2.3. Spin Mis-alignments of Binaries
When turbulent fragmentation occurs, single cores fragment into multiple gravitationally bound protostars. For a simple
binary star system, the orbit and protostellar spins will retain the angular momentum direction of their local natal core gas.
However, dynamical interactions with other protostars, asymmetric mass accretion through magnetic fields, or perturbations
from the turbulent gas can reorient the spin directions of the protostars. A number of protobinary systems with misaligned
outflows have been observed (Chen et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2016). The left and right panels of Figure 10 shows the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the projected mis-alignment angles between the two protostars of every binary that forms during
the simulations. The left panel shows the primarodial mis-alignment angles and the right panel shows the angles measured at the
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Figure 9. Stacked histograms showing the mass distribution of all protostars and semi-major axis distribution of all multiples at the end of each
simulation. The black outline shows the sum of all three simulations.
last available output for each binary (which is either the last output the binary existed or the last output of the simulation). Angles
are measured in all three Cartesian planes and we treat each projection as a separate “observation." Additionally, we create a set
of mock observations of preferentially aligned and anti-aligned pairs, for comparison. For the aligned distribution, we generate
two randomly-oriented vectors whose true mis-alignment angles (measured in the plane defined by the spin vectors), is between
0◦ and 30◦. One thousand of these pairs are generated, and their projection CDF is shown as the “Aligned” curve in Figure
10. We repeat this process using a true mis-alignment angle between 150◦ and 180◦ for the “Anti-aligned” curve. A uniform
distribution is shown as “Random.”
At the time of the binaries’ creation, the spin mis-alignment angles range between 0◦ and 150◦, with a slight tendency toward
being aligned. The end-state mis-alignment angles (right panel) show little change compared to the primordial CDF. Slight
variation is seen in the MU2 run. However, since star formation occurs later in this simulation, the time elapsed between the
formation of the binaries and the last outputs is, on average, shorter compared to the other two runs. Spin alignment evolution can
be significant when the protostars are low in mass and accreting from a turbulent gas; even so, the distribution remains consistent
with a random distribution of angles. This evidence of spin evolution is similar to the results of Lee et al. (2017). Similarly these
results agree with Offner et al. (2016), who also found that wider binaries tend to have more mis-aligned spin angles. In contrast,
it is expected that binaries forming through disk fragmentation would have more preferentially aligned spin vectors (e.g., Bate
2018).
3.2.4. Age Differences in Binaries, Triples, and Quadruples
Protostars that form a long-lived binary within the same fragmenting core are expected to be closer to co-eval, whereas binaries
formed from dynamical capture or undergo member swapping may have a larger spread in their ages. Tobin et al. (2016b), for
example, finds binaries that are made up of a mix of Class 0, I, and II protostars. Figure 11 measures the maximum age difference
between the stars in binaries, triples, and quadruples (systems with two bound binaries) at the pairs’ time of creation. The non-
zero starting values give the fraction of systems that are born co-eval. Almost 20% of binaries are co-eval, but the spread in ages
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Figure 10. The projected mis-alignment angle between the stellar spins of all binaries. The spin vectors of a binary’s protostars are projected
along each Cartesian direction and the angles are measured in the projected plane. The left plot shows the cumulative distribution function
at the time of the binaries’ formation. The right plot shows the the distribution at the last available output for each binary (either the end of
the simulation or the last output the binary existed). Dashed lines show expected distribution functions for preferentially aligned, random, and
anti-aligned pairs.
Figure 11. Maximum age difference between stars in binaries, triples, and quadruples. The starting non-zero values give the fraction of co-eval
stars. The vertical lines identify the 50% value.
can extend to ∼ 200 kyrs. The average spread in ages increases and the number of co-eval objects decreases when considering
triples and quadruples. Figure 12 divides the binaries, triples, and quadruples into whether they are composed of all Stage 0, all
Stage 1, or a mixture at the end of each multiple. Observations support a picture that turbulent fragmentation typically does not
create co-eval protostars (Murillo et al. 2018). Co-evality (or lack thereof) between protostars in bound pairs may be a clue to
their formation origins, which we discuss in Section 4.
3.2.5. Separation Evolution of Multiples
Figure 7 shows the primordial separations of multiples for each simulation. The initial separations for multiples, and binaries in
particular, range from a few hundred AU to almost our upper limit of 105 AU. These separations are consistent with the observed
wide-separation binaries forming through core fragmentation (Chen et al. 2013; Pineda et al. 2015; Tobin et al. 2016b). Figure 13
displays the time evolution of separations, measured by the semi-major axis, of all pairs up to level 5. Data points are connected
by a line if they represent the same object and the object exists between subsequent outputs. Short-lived transient pairs will appear
only as a few dots. In high stellar density environments, membership swapping is common, particularly for high-level objects.
For example, in the MU2 run, the various level 5 curves displayed all contain the same set of protostars, but the inner hierarchy
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Figure 12. Stage of protostars in binaries or triples/quadruples throughout each simulation. Ages of stars are calculated as the simulation time
at the last available output for that object minus the times each sink was created. The multiple must exist in at least two outputs to be considered.
Stage 0/I means the multiple has protostars in both stages. Stage 0 or Stage I imply all members are of the same stage.
Figure 13. Semi-major axis calculations for all multiples up to level 5 objects. Individual points are connected by a line if they are in subsequent
time outputs. Separations tend to shrink over time as the protostars grow in mass and dynamically interact with the local gas reservoir.
changes between the binaries and triples that compose the level 5 object. This results in several broken curves. Figure 14 shows
the mass evolution of a MU2 quadruple system as well as two column density snapshots. The mass evolution plot associates a
unique color with each protostar. Additionally it plots the sum of the masses for protostars identified as binaries; these are shown
as multi-colored curves. The column density snapshots show two outputs where identified binaries have changed. Membership
swapping occurs frequently, particularly at late times when the average separations between protostars have shrunk to < 103 AU.
Figure 15 shows snapshots of a binary from MU8 that forms with a separation over 104 AU at t ≈ 0.5tff and evolves to separations
of 102 AU at t ≈ tff. This inward spiraling has also spun up a large circumbinary ring around the binary, similar to the observed
ring around GG Tauri (Dutrey et al. 1994).
Such evolution has been seen in other simulations (Offner et al. 2010, 2016). Additionally, we see similar evolution for higher-
level multiples in all three simulations. In the MU2 run, the multiple shown in Figure 14 behaves more as a cluster of stars, and
the separations between any two objects in the system are always comparable. In the MU8 and MU32 runs, the systems are more
hierarchical with large differences between separations of different leveled objects. Figure 16, shows another example from MU8
of a triple-star system. A binary hosts a circumstellar disk that gravitationally captured a third member with a semi-major axis
value ∼ 10 times larger.
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Figure 14. Mass evolution and membership swapping for a quadruple star system from MU2. Left: Mass evolution of the four protostars.
Each protostar is given a unique color and symbol. When two protostars are identified as a binary, the sum of their masses is shown as a
double-colored line. Right: Two column density snapshots around 0.94 tff and 0.975 tff. Symbols match those from the left panel. We circle the
binaries identified in each output. In the latter density plot, the two most massive stars are labeled as bound with the remaining two stars paired
as a triple and fourth member.
Figure 15. Column density snapshots at t = 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0tff, from left to right, centered around a binary pair from MU8. Protostars are
labeled as circles. The binary’s separations shrink by several orders of magnitude over the course of a few hundred kyrs.
All multiples tend to evolve to smaller separations unless disrupted. Therefore, in general, closer pairs tend to contain older
stars. The left panel of Figure 17 shows the separations for objects that persist for either 0 kyr (initial), 1 kyr (a few outputs), 10
kyrs, and 100 kyrs. Similar to what is seen in Tobin et al. (2016b), younger objects span large and small separations, whereas
older objects tend to have smaller separations. The right panel shows the primordial separations for the same objects, displaying
the original separations for the same objects that last up to 100 kyrs. The objects that have separations ≤ 104 AU after 100 kyrs
almost entirely originated with orbits larger than 104 AU.
3.2.6. Evolution of binary separations
As protostars move through the cloud, they gravitationally draw gas toward themselves. Some of the gas gets accreted, but
some of this gas also falls into a dense wake behind the object and tugs back on the protostar. In the case of a binary orbit,
this wake torques the orbit to smaller separations while transferring angular momentum to the gas. The exact expression of this
dynamical friction force, as well as its effects on star clusters and orbits, has been extensively explored (e.g., Ostriker 1999; Bate
& Bonnell 1997; Stahler 2010; Lee & Stahler 2011, 2014; Antoni et al. 2019). Here we give a simple model that can demonstrate
how dynamical friction and mass accretion together can explain the evolution of binary orbits. Previous studies have considered
the effects of each of these mechanisms individually. For example, Bate & Bonnell (1997) and Bate (2000) considered how
accretion of mass and specific angular momentum changes the separation of binaries, while, e.g., Stahler (2010) considered how
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Figure 16. Column density around three gravitationally bound protostars (shown as circles). A central binary resides within a developing
circumbinary disk. A third member formed beyond 104 AU and was captured and migrated to smaller distances rather than forming within the
disk.
Figure 17. Unstacked distributions of multiples at level 2 or 3 from all three simulations. Left: Semi-major axis separations, measured at the
closest possible output after the object has existed for a given amount of time (differentiated by color and hatch pattern). Right: Separations for
the same multiples, but always measured at the time the object was created. In this case, the data is plotted only if the object exists for a given
amount of time.
dynamical friction alone evolved the separation of binaries. Below we describe our simple model, compare its predictions to our
simulations, and then compare our model to the model of Bate & Bonnell (1997).
For simplicity, consider two protostars in a circular Keplerian orbit with semi-major axis a. The angular momentum of the
orbit is L = m1m2
√
GMtota/Mtot, where Mtot = m1 +m2. The derivative of this expression gives
a˙
a
= 2
L˙
L
+
M˙tot
Mtot
−2
(
m˙1
m1
+
m˙2
m2
)
. (23)
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Figure 18. Comparing the semi-major axis versus time for two evolving binaries, one from MU8 (left) and from MU32 (right). The data is
shown in black. The smooth, red curves show the dynamical friction and mass accretion model from Section 3.2.6.
Given an initial value for a, Equation (23) gives a first-order differential equation for the evolution of the semi-major axis. With
gas either torquing away angular momentum from the orbit (L˙ < 0) or being accreted (m˙i > 0). The right-hand side of this
equation is always negative–i.e., the orbit will shrink. We write the angular momentum derivative as L˙ =~r1× ~F1,DF +~r2× ~F2,DF,
where ~FDF is the expression for the dynamical friction force and ~ri is the position vector from the pair’s center of mass to the
individual particle. This expression assumes that torque arises only from gravitational interactions with the gas. We assume
the accreted gas carries negligible angular momentum, an assumption we justify below. For the dynamical friction force, we
quantify its magnitude using ~FDF = −m˙p~vrel, where vrel is the relative velocity between the gas and the protostar. This is the form
used in Lee & Stahler (2011), who found a connection between the overall mass accretion and the strength of the wake in the
case of accreting point-like particles. Other expressions for the friction force (e.g., Ostriker et al. 1999) have different functional
forms for this force but are similar to order-of-magnitude. Given the simplicity of the above expression, we use it for ~FDF in this
model.
To compare the simulation results with this model, we estimate the mass derivatives using a smoothed function mi(t), derived
from the simulation data for each protostar. The relative velocity is calculated by measuring the mass-weighted velocity of the
gas in a sphere of radius 500 AU around each star and the star particle’s velocity. Figure 18 shows two examples that compare
our model to the actual semi-major axis evolution from the simulations. The left example is the same binary from Figure 15. The
biggest discrepancy between the model and the data is at the start of the orbital decay, where the separation drops precipitously.
This is to be expected, since at the time of formation the protostars have not settled into an orbit and the circular orbit assumption
of Equation (23) is poor. At late times the separations are comparable or smaller than the resolution of our grid and therefore
may not be accurate. While the sink particles in ORION2 move independently of the grid, the gas in the sink’s accretion zone is
altered through accretion. Additionally, in the case of the MU8 example, the binary has a close encounter with another star and
is disrupted at times shortly after the data from the plot ends.
The relative importance of mass accretion and dynamical friction changes as the binarys’ orbit shrink and the protostars grow.
The terms on the right-hand side of Equation (23) can be broken up into a dynamical friction term and two mass accretion terms.
Figure 19 displays the ratio of these terms for the MU8 binary. The time axis is shared with the left panel of Figure 18. At early
times, mass accretion dominates the evolution even though there is a larger relative velocity between the gas and the protostars.
At this point in the evolution, the protostars are small and the ratios m˙i/mi are large. At later times, dynamical friction dominates
the orbital evolution despite the fact that the relative velocity between the protostars and the gas has decreased. This decrease
arises because the conservation of angular momentum during collapse has spun up both the binary and the gas similarly (e.g.,
Figure 15 shows the formation of a large circumbinary disk after the binary’s orbit has shrunk). Nonetheless, the sinks have
grown in mass and the mass accretion terms affect the orbit less than dynamical friction.
In this model, we assumed the accreted gas carried a negligible amount of angular momentum. As a result, torque from the
gas and accretion both decreased the orbital separation over time. This agrees with Bate & Bonnell (1997), who developed a
similar model to the one above. They find that the accretion of gas with low specific angular momentum decreases the orbit over
time. As the specific angular momentum of the gas increases, gas first settles onto a circumstellar disk before being accreted
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Figure 19. The relative magnitude of mass accretion and dynamical friction terms on setting the value of a˙ in Equation (23). The binary
analyzed is the same binary from MU8 shown in the left panel of Figure 18. Both that panel and this figure share the same time axis. The upper
horizontal axis interpolates the binary separation from our model onto the displayed tick points.
onto the protostar. In this case, the binary separation increased over time. For infalling gas with an even higher specific angular
momentum, they found that a circumbinary disk developed and the separations were either constant or decreased with time.
We see no evidence for orbital separations increasing with time. This is not surprising since we are not resolving the circum-
stellar disks around protostars (but do capture larger circumbinary disks around shorter-period binaries, e.g., Figure 15). Further
studies with higher resolution could assess whether or not circumstellar disks could slow down or reverse the binaries’ inward
spiral. We note, however, as was also discussed in the followup studies of Bate (2000), the angular momentum contained in the
circumstellar disk is likely to be small compared to the orbital angular momentum of the binary. In the case of circumbinary
disks, recent work has shown that torques from the disk increase the binary separations rather than shrink them (Kratter et al.
2010; Muñoz et al. 2019b,a).
3.2.7. Multiplicity Criteria in Theory and Observations: The Risk of Interlopers
Our multiplicity criterion groups stars together based on whether or not they are gravitational bound to one another. Doing so
requires knowledge of the exact three-dimensional spatial positions and velocities of the protostars, as well as their exact masses.
Observers are not privileged to as much information and identify binaries primarily based on their angular separation in the sky,
assuming that the objects within a certain distance from one another are gravitationally bound. The potential for interlopers, stars
projected as near-neighbors on the sky but are not gravitationally bound, can affect the observed statistics in star-forming regions.
Figure 7 demonstrates that the projected separations generally agree with the actual separations for bound protostellar pairs.
Here we consider the projected distances between unbound protostars as well. In Figure 20, we estimate the potential for
interlopers using our simulation data. Since the orbital separations evolve over 100 kyr timescales (≈ 0.1tff), we calculate the
positions over the last tenth of the simulation in the following way. We first create a set of nine logrithmically-spaced bins ranging
from 102 AU to 105 AU. For each pair of protostars, we look at every data output available over the last 10% of the simulation and
compute the three projected distances, viewing the pair through each of the Cartesian directions. If the separation is between 102
AU and 105 AU, we count the “observation" in the appropriate bin. Once this is completed for every data output, we divide the
total contributions to each bin by 3, so to average over the three projection points of view. We finally divide each bin contribution
by the number of data outputs that were considered in the last 10% of the simulation. This also includes data outputs where the
particular protostar pair is not present. The sum of the pair’s contribution to all bins adds up to a value between 0 and 1, where it
equals 0 if its projected distances were never included in any bin and 1 if all three of the projected distances were included in bins
for every data output available. We follow this procedure for both pairs that are actually labeled as binaries, triples, or quadruples
using our multiplicity criterion (red in the left panel of Figure 20), and all other pairs, which we call “interlopers" (yellow). The
right panel of Figure 20 shows just the interlopers, separated by simulation. Additionally, we show the full data sample from
Tobin et al. (2016b, their Figure 5). Our results match observations between 102 AU and 3×103 AU. At lower separations, there
are fewer binaries relative to Tobin et al. (2016b), likely due to our inability to capture disk instabilities.
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Figure 20. Left: The average separation of actual binaries, triples, and double binaries (red) and possible interlopers (yellow), averaged over
the last 10% of a free-fall time. The curve and errorbars are taken from the full sample of Tobin et al. (2016b). The procedure for generating
this data is described in the text. To compare to observations, this panel is also normalized. Right: Only the possible interlopers are shown,
differentiated by simulation. Both histograms are stacked.
At larger separations, unsurprisingly, there is a higher chance of mislabeling stars as bound objects, particularly in regions of
high stellar density. The ratio of the interlopers to actual objects is less than unity only for the first two bins, reaching a maximum
of∼ 40 around 104 AU. The mean value of this ratio is∼ 8. We note that this analysis is solely based on the exact positions of the
protostars obtained in the simulations. In the case of MU32, for example, a long filament resides along one of the Cartesian axes,
which increases the chances for interlopers in this analysis. A similar result was found in Li et al. (2018) for star-forming clouds
where turbulence was constantly driven throughout the simulation. In their case, even fewer observed pairs were true binaries–
and only if the stellar separation was less than ∼ 400 AU.5 A further study could mimic the procedures done by observers with
synthetic observations of these simulation results to further quantify the potential for mislabeling objects as bound pairs.
4. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
We have presented a set of three-dimensional MHD simulations of the collapse of turbulent, magnetized gas that model the
formation and evolution of wide-orbit binaries and multiples. The role of the global magnetic field was considered in these
three simulations by using three different mass-to-flux ratios µφ = 2, 8, and 32. We find that stronger magnetic fields suppress
fragmentation in the gas, which results in fewer overall stars compared to runs with weaker magnetic fields (Figure 1). However,
when looking at the multiplicity fraction as a function of time, we find that stronger magnetic fields (µφ = 8 and 32) produce a
larger fraction of multiples and better reproduce the multiplicity statistics observed in nearby star-forming regions (Figure 8 and
Table 2). This result appears robust at all times: while collapse and fragmentation increase the stellar density over time for all
our simulations, the value of the multiplicity fraction is relatively constant throughout.
Additionally, we find support for the idea originally put forward by Larson (1972) that almost all stars are part of a multiple-star
system, at least at some point: over 80% of the stars formed are part of a multiple at some point during the simulation (Figures
4, 5, and 9). The fraction of “orphans," stars that were members of multiples but are single stars at the end of the simulation, is
the largest for our weak magnetic field case and tends to decrease with increasing field strength (with the caveat that our multiple
statistics are particularly poor for our strongest field run).
These simulations demonstrate that dynamical evolution is commonplace and important in setting the distribution of separations
between protostars. As Figure 13 displays, pairs that originate at larger separations interact with other protostars and the gas,
evolving to smaller separations over 10–100 kyrs (Figure 17). In clustered environments, groups of stars interact with each other,
and the separations between individual objects can shrink ∼1 order of magnitude over these time scales. For more isolated or
hierarchical pairings, the evolution can be rapid, with separations changing from 104 AU to less than 102 AU over the same
timescales. In Section 3.2.5, we showed that this evolution can be understood as a combination of mass accretion and dynamical
friction (Figure 18).
5 However, their criterion for multiplicity is stricter than ours; in addition to being gravitationally bound they also required that the acceleration between two
protostars in a binary exceed the tidal acceleration from nearby particles and the gas.
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These simulations obtained resolutions of 25-50 AU, which is sufficient to resolve turbulent fragmentation of cores but not the
vertical structures of accretion disks. By choosing this resolution, we are able to determine the role turbulent fragmentation and
dynamical evolution together play in the multiplicity of protostars. Our simulations show that both wide-orbit and short-period
binaries can originate through these mechanisms. The observed bi-model distribution of binary separations, with peaks around
∼ 100 AU and ∼ 3000 AU (Tobin et al. 2016b), has typically been interpreted as displaying two separate formation mechanisms.
Instead, we have shown that both peaks include multiples that formed through turbulent fragmentation and evolution. That said,
in our simulations turbulent fragmentation does not reproduce this bi-model peak alone; disk fragmentation may still be necessary
for shorter-period binaries. Additionally, older star-forming regions show a single-peaked broad distribution of separations, which
is also consistent with a blurring of these two mechanisms. Finally, the location of the second peak in (Tobin et al. 2016b) appears
to be located beyond 104 AU–however, some care must be taken with this interpretation since interloper mis-categorization is
also most common at these distances (Figure 20).
We showed in Figure 16 a snapshot of a triple star system. Figure 1 of Tobin et al. (2016a) displayed a circumbinary disk
that appears to have fragmented to form a third companion several 100 AU away from the primarily pair. A direct comparison
between these figures reveals a strong similarity in structure except that our physical scale is larger by a factor of ∼ 3.6 In our
case, an outer third member migrated inward to these separations after forming beyond 104 AU from the central pair. It did not
form within the developing disk around the central binary. This figure demonstrates that it can be non-trivial to determine whether
short-period multiples formed through disk fragmentation or from turbulent fragmentation and migration. The spin alignments
of binaries resulting from disk fragmentation tend to be preferentially more aligned (Bate 2018), where we showed that turbulent
fragmentation produces more randomly aligned pairs (Figure 10, also Offner et al. 2016). Observers could distinguish this by
observing, for example, the protostellar outflows; however, simulations of outflows have shown that spin orientation can change
when there is mass accretion, particularly when the protostars are small in mass (Lee et al. 2017). In these cases, having an
estimate of the age of the protostars can be of assistance. Figures 11 and 12 show that binaries and triples are more-often not
co-eval when forming through turbulent fragmentation, with age spreads that can exceed 100 kyrs, a result that is supported by
recent observations of wide binaries (Murillo et al. 2018). The end-state of our simulations reveal nearly 40% of the multiples
have both Stage 0 and Stage I objects, i.e., at least one object that is less than 160 kyrs and at least one object that is greater than
160 kyrs.
In this paper, turbulent driving was shut off at the start of our gravitational collapse phase. As a result, turbulence begins
to decay and will dissipate completely after a few free-fall times. Undriven turbulence simulations have higher star formation
efficiencies than driven turbulence simulations. They also produce more clustered environments as filaments and cores gravita-
tionally collapse toward one another. Despite these differences, we do not expect that the inclusion of driving during our collapse
phase would have produced statistically significant differences in the number of multiples produced, as obtained in Li et al.
(2018). Offner et al. (2008) found that (non-magnetized) driven turbulence simulations produce more cores overall, but these
cores have less rotational energy compared to the cores in undriven simulations. There are also fewer core mergers in driven
turbulence simulations. The rotational energy particularly affects the rate of disk fragmentation (Kratter & Matzner 2006), which
we do not capture here. The core merger rate affects the total number of stars and the stellar density of clustered environments.
For us, except perhaps in the MU32 run, core and filament mergers are relatively rare during the first free-fall time. Nonethe-
less, the consistency of our multiplicity fraction in each simulation suggests that the stellar density plays less of a role in setting
multiplicity from turbulent fragmentation compared to other physical properties.
Our simulations include MHD and gravity and do not consider the role that radiative feedback, protostellar outflows, and
chemistry play on fragmentation and multiplicity. Protostellar outflows drive turbulence on small scales and reduce the accretion
rates onto stars and the overall star formation effeciency (Offner & Arce 2014; Offner & Chaban 2017; Cunningham et al. 2018).
A diffuse radiative component can discourage fragmentation on the disk-size scale, but numerical and observational evidence
suggest this component does not suppress fragmentation on the scales considered here (Offner et al. 2010; Murillo et al. 2018).
The coupling between the gas and the magnetic field through the ideal MHD approximation allows angular momentum transport
to occur more efficiently than a simulation that employed non-ideal effects. Ideal MHD effects may act to maintain a larger
velocity difference between the gas and the embedded binary, which allows orbital evolution to proceed faster. However, non-
ideal effects operate most efficiently in dense accretion disks rather than the more-diffuse cores, and we predict this effect will
have minimal impact on the results presented here.
6 A side-by-side size comparison has subtleties; for example, we are viewing the disk face-on, whereas the disk of Tobin et al. (2016a) appears somewhat
inclined into the page. Additionally, we are viewing the density directly, versus radiation emitted from the gas and dust.
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APPENDIX
A. MULTIPLICITY HIERARCHY METHOD
In this appendix, we outline our procedure for identifying multiples in our simulations. In the first subsection, we define our
procedure. In the second subsection, we assess the sensitivity of our results to assumptions made in this algorithm.
A.1. Labeling Multiples
Similar to other methods (e.g., Bate 2009) we construct a tree structure by identifying gravitationally bound pairs, replacing
these pairs with their center-of-mass equivalent, and recursively iterating until no new bound pairings are found. We associate a
“level” with each pairing depending on the number of recursive bindings that have been made. For example, two gravitationally
bound sink particles both are at level 1, but the “object” representing the bound pair is at level 2. If this binary is bound to another
binary or another single star, that grouping is at level 3, and so forth. For an object at level l, the number of sink particles in the
object is at least equal to l and at most equal to 2l−1. By associating a unique id to each object, we can also create a temporal
sequence for multiple systems by comparing the hierarchy from output to output.
Two objects are gravitationally bound if, once in their center-of-mass frame, their total energy is negative:
E1,2 =
1
2
mredv2 −
GmredM
r
, (A1)
where mred = m1m2/M, M = m1 +m2, v = |v1 −v2|, and r = |r1 −r2|. This expression ignores the gravitational well of the gas where
the sinks are roaming; we address this below.
We define an “object” class, which contains arrays for time, position, velocity, spin angular momentum, the level of the object,
a unique id number, and the pair of ids in the case the sink represents a multiple (i.e., when l > 1). This is different from a
simulation output {Si}k, i = 1,2, ...,Nk, which outputs the mass, position, velocity, spin, and id for the Nk sink particles at a given
output k. It is assumed outputs k and k+1 are subsequent in time, separated roughly by ∆tIO. Where previous work has focused
on the multiplicity statistics at the end of the simulation, our object class here will connect sinks and multiples across multiple
data outputs and allow for analysis across simulation time.
We begin by inputting an ordered list of sink outputs {Si}k with k = 0,1, ...,K. Here K is the final output of the simulation.
Starting with an empty list of objects O, we populate O as follows:
[Time loop] For each k:
1. If Nk = 0, continue to the next k.
2. If {Si}k is the first output containing sink particles (i.e., O is empty), create a level 1 object for each sink, initializing the
arrays with the current times, masses, positions, velocities, and spins for the sink particles. Each object has an id equal to
the sink particle id from ORION2. Add them to O.
3. Else if O is non-empty, for each member of {Si}k search the level 1 members of O for an object with the same id number.
If it is found, append the current time, mass, position, velocity, and spin to the arrays in that object. If it is not found, create
a new level 1 object in O.
4. If Nk = 1, continue to the next k.
5. Define every item in {Si}k as level 1 objects.
6. Remove objects below 0.02M from {Si}k.
7. [Multiplicity loop] While Nk > 1:
(a) Using the current set of objects in {Si}k, calculate the minimum value of E1,2 of all object pairs using Equation (A1).
(b) If this minimum value is > 0, break from the [Multiplicity loop].
(c) Use the virial theorem
E1,2 = −
GµM
2a
(A2)
to calculate the semi-major axis for the pair. If it is above 105 AU, break from the [Multiplicity loop].
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(d) Remove the two objects making up this pair from {Si}k and replace them with one object with the center-of-mass
position, velocity, and spin, the sum of the masses, and a level that is one greater than the maximum level of the two
original objects. Label the pair P of this object as the pair of ids of the two original objects. The number of objects in
{Si}k has decreased by one.
(e) To determine the id of this new object, search objects wtih the same level inO for one that has the same pair of ids as
P. If it exists and existed at time step k−1, assign this new object the same id number and append its mass, position,
etc. to the object in O. If it did not exist at time output k−1 (or at all), assign it a unique id and add it to O as a new
object.
(f) End of [Multiplicity loop].
8. End of [Time loop].
This algorithm creates a set O that includes all the sink and hierarchy information at every output (e.g., Figure 6), and addi-
tionally contains information for when multiples remain multiples from output to output.
A few items to note. By using Equation (A1) to compute whether objects are bound, the multiplicity hierarchy is constructed by
pairs of objects. However, recall that members of pairs can themselves be multiples, with member numbers not necessarily powers
of two. Since higher-level objects are associated with a pair of ids, the multiplicity hierarchy can be easily reconstructed for a
given object. In clustered environments, member-swapping can be common, where, for example, three sink particles alternate
between which are in a binary that is bound to a third object. These binaries are obviously identified as unique binaries in O, and
therefore create unique level 3 objects when all three are bound to each other in different combinations. In most circumstances
it would not be appropriate to treat these level 3 objects as unique objects because they are composed of the same three level 1
objects. Figure 21 compares the non-unique and unique pairings for levels 2–4. Above level 2, membership swapping can create
∼ 10x as many objects in highly-clustered environments, which are more common for larger values of µφ, that is, for weaker
global magnetic field strengths. Unless stated, we always use the unique pairings in our statistics throughout the paper.
A.2. Algorithm Sensitivities
In several cases, a multiple may be identified as bound for several outputs, become unbound for one or two outputs, and then
become bound again. The inclusion of the local gas mass, especially when the sink particles are low-mass, can make these
transient unbound events vanish. Additionally, the gas mass may rearrange members of a hierarchy. To estimate the effects of
the gas mass, we take several outputs from our simulations and recompute the hierarchy. For each potential pair, we include the
gravitational energy of the gas by computing the total gas mass Mgas in a sphere located at the sink pair’s center of mass and
having a radius equal to half the separation distance r between the two sinks:
Egas ≈ −
GM2gas
r/2
(A3)
In cases where Mgas/M < 1, the hierarchy calculations remain the same. Only when the ratio is greater than unity do we find
that the pairings change or new pairings can arise. Typically, the gas inclusion rearranges objects in a hierarchy but does not
change the multiplicity statistics in clustered environments. Figure 22 shows an example of one such cluster from our µφ = 8
run, displaying the hierarchy of seven sink particles with and without including the gas mass. In this case, a small sink particle
+ the local gas is bound to a nearby sink particle instead of being bound to a six-sink cluster. The multiplicity statistics remain
unchanged in this case.
In the algorithm above, pairs are identified based on the value of the total energy in the center-of-mass frame, E1,2 (Equation
A1). Prioritization is given to objects that are the most gravitationally bound, regardless of their exact separations. Other
algorithms, such as Bate (2009), prioritize pair protostars that have small separations, as long as the value of E1,2 is negative.
Other work has required additional constraints when labeling multiples (e.g., Li et al. 2018).
It is obvious that the results of a multiplicity study depend on the exact criteria used in defining multiplicity. While it is beyond
the scope of this paper to re-analyze our results using several different multiplicity algorithms, we considered whether there was
a physical argument for using distance prioritizing algorithms (e.g., Bate 2009, hereafter called DP algorithms) versus one that
prioritizes orbital energy (e.g., this paper, hereafter called EP algorithms).
Overall, we argue that both methods generally agree when identifying the multiplicity system in the simulation. We find no
clear evidence for valuing one method over another. For one, global averages like the multiplicity fraction should be insensitive
to the exact algorithm used. Both methods recursively identify gravitationally bound pairs, and while the exact hierarchy may
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Figure 21. A comparison between non-unique and unique pairings for each simulation and for multiples at levels 2, 3, and 4. Clustering and
member swapping can produce non-unique pairs above level 2. Note that the y-axis is logarithmic.
change between the methods, we do not anticipate that the two methods would grossly disagree on the total number of bound
objects.
A means of comparing the two methods is the following. Consider a binary system (masses m1 and m2) that is bound to a third
protostar (m3). Two ratios can be computed: (1) the ratio of the total orbital energy of the triple system to the orbital energy of
the inner binary, and (2) the ratio of the exact separation between the center of mass of the binary and the third protostar to the
separation between the protostars in the binary. A generalization of this algorithm to higher-order multiples would be to compare
two subsequent levels in the hierarchy, calculating the minimum value for each of the separations.
Figure 23 plots the trajectory of three of our triple-star systems in this parameter space. One data point is drawn for each output.
The identification of multiples was done using our algorithm, but the location of the system on this plot allows us to assess the
validity of our EP algorithm compared to a DP algorithm. The Figure is divided into four quadrants, depending on whether the
distance or energy ratios are greater than or less than unity. The lower-right quadrant is where both methods will always agree on
the multiplicity hierarchy. In this case, both the binding energies and separations are sufficiently distinct that either method would
draw the same conclusion. A cartoon figure drawn in that quadrant shows an example triple system. The “Stable Example" data
is a triple-star system from our MU8 run.
Systems that reside in the upper-left quadrant reside in a transient space. In this case, both separations and energies tend to
be comparable and the hierarchy is considerably changed from one output to the next. Clusters of stars reside in this quadrant,
as well as star groups transitioning into a more-nested hierarchy. The triple star system in our MU2 is drawn as the “Transition
Example.” These stars are also the protostars identified as the triangle, diamond, and pentagon symbols in Figure 14. With the
protostars actually exchanging members with each other from output to output, attempting to define a nested hierarchy is not
useful. In this case, membership swapping occurs naturally and is not an artifact of the algorithm.
The lower-left and upper-right quadrants, however, are where the two algorithms could disagree. In the lower-left quadrant,
the drawn cartoon assumes m1 ≈ m3  m2 and that the protostar with mass m2 orbits around m1. A DP algorithm would still
identify this hierarchy. However, the mass disparity in the inner-binary and geometry could occasionally pair the two massive
protostars with each other first, then identifying the smaller protostar as the third outer member. The ellipses draw the hierarchy
identified by our EP algorithm, which does not match reality. We have analyzed all of our triple and quadruple systems and have
identified that mis-identification only occurs for one triple-protostar system. This system is shown in the figure as the “Swapping
Example.” Even then, the multiplicity algorithm oscillates between the correct and incorrect hierarchy between data outputs.
Similarly, systems in the upper-right quadrant could be mislabeled, but this time by the DP algorithm. The cartoon shows an
example of three stars, where the true binary contains the left-most protostars. The binary is assumed to have a fairly eccentric
orbit. In this case, the calculated hierarchy by an algorithm favoring distance is drawn with ellipses. Similar to the lower-left
quadrant, we anticipate that the algorithm would alternate between the correct and incorrect hierarchy from output to output.
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Figure 22. Demonstration of multiplicity hierarchy’s dependence on the local gas mass. Data is taken from near the end of the µφ = 8
simulation. Left: The multiplicity hierarchy for a cluster of seven sink particles, determined using the method of Appendix A. Middle: The
same set of sinks with a hierarchy determined by including an estimate of Mgas. Point radii scale linearly with total stellar mass. Unfilled circles
include the local gas mass, which only is relevant for three of the seven particles in the left-most branch of the hierarchy. Right: Column density
snapshot of the seven sink particles with the left branch of the hierarchy that includes the gas mass overlaid.
Figure 23. Comparison of energy- and distance-prioritizing algorithms (EP and DP, respectively). Three examples of triple-star systems are
shown. See the text for discussion.
